W O R K I N G H O L I D AY ( L 5 - 7 )
SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

Unit

Objectives


1. On the plane




2. Immigration






3. Conversation
with Friends:
Hobbies






4. Conversation
with Friends:
Dating People




5. Conversation
101: This is how 
you talk in
an American
way


Reading

Situational Dialogue

Vocabulary

Culture





Learning vocabulary
and expressions
useful at the airport
and on a plane
Practicing dialogues
typical for situations
at the airport

Modern
Travelling

Check in a flight

boarding passes,
check-in, carry-on
baggage, etc.

Learning vocabulary
and expressions
useful for migrating
people
Practicing dialogues
typical for situations
involving
immigrants
Word-formation
exercising

Immigration—a
positive or
negative
experience?

Immigration
application

Separate, reside,
immigrate, emigrate,
secure, apply, etc.

Hobbies practice
in the world

Hobbies

Fold, hairstyles,

origami, pocket money,
etc.

The story of my
love

Go on a date

Admire, unique, date,
match, beloved,
personality, etc.

Facts about dating

American English
and its influence
on the world

Talk in an American
way

Subway, sidewalk,
yard, soccer, elevator,
etc.

Facts about American English
and the US

Learning vocabulary
and expressions
useful in talking
about hobbies
Practicing dialogues
typical for friends
conversing about
hobbies
Word- formation
process in talking
about hobbies
Learning vocabulary
and expressions
typical for the
subject of
relationships
Practicing dialogues
typical for the
situations of dating
other people
Learning vocabulary
and expressions
used in America
Practicing dialogues
with the use of
American
expressions
Differences between
British and American
vocabulary




World’s shortest
commercial flight
What is a jet lag
Food served on planes

Interesting facts about
migration, emigration,
and immigration

World’s strangest
hobbies

Unit

Objectives


6. Rentals


7. Checking
House
Condition





8. Getting
Around




9. Going Out





10. Activities





Learning vocabulary
and expressions
useful in the process
of renting a flat
Practicing dialogues
typical while renting
something
Learning vocabulary
and expressions useful
in the description of
house condition
Practicing dialogues
typical when talking
about the house
conditions
Learning vocabulary
and expressions which
you might need while
travelling various
places of the United
States including the
geographical terms
Practicing dialogues
typical for the people
who explore and love
nature
Learning vocabulary
and expressions useful
to talk about the places
of entertainment
Practicing dialogues
typical for the people
who like going out
The structure of
sentences with the
word ‘instead’
Learning vocabulary
and expressions useful
to talk about activities
Practicing dialogues
typical for the people
who talk about
activities
Adjectives describing
activities

Reading

Situational
Dialogue

Vocabulary

Culture

Renting a flat in
the UK

Renting a flat

Deposit money, location,
utility bills, rent, landlady,
etc.

The strangest rentals

Home repair

Checking house
condition

Squeaky, steam, scratches,
The strangest houses
replace, etc.

Pack your
backpack and be
ready for
experiencing
American

Travel around

Diving, surfing, swamps,
prairies, coral reef, etc.

It’s good to know if you get
around the United States

Going out in Las
Vegas.

Where would you
like to go?

The cinema, the casino,
the theatre, the
amusement park, etc.

Facts about entertainment
and Las Vegas.

The positives and
negatives of
playing video
games.

Various activities

Logical, thoughtful,
solutions, spend, boring,
etc.

Facts about habits
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11. Looking for
a Part-Time job





12. Job
interview





13. Job issues





15. Money
Exchange




16. Making a
Phone Call



Learning vocabulary
and expressions
related to the topic
of part-time jobs
Practicing dialogues
typical in the
situations of looking
for a part-time job
Information on what
you should do and
shouldn’t do during
a job interview
Dialogues with
expressions and
words typical for a
job interview
Vocabulary and
expressions used for
describing situations
at work
Dialogues with
expressions typical
for employees
talking about
problems at work
Vocabulary and
expressions used
typically in the
situations of
exchanging money
Dialogues typical for
those ones who
discuss money
exchanging issues
Vocabulary and
expressions to
describe telephones
Vocabulary and
expressions used in
formal and informal
phone calls.

Reading

Situational
Dialogue

Vocabulary

Culture

How do students
earn their living?

Looking for a
part-time job

Employer, recruit,
employee, graduate, etc.

Strange jobs

What every job
candidate should
remember…

Job interview

Benefit, resumes,
Facts about job interviews
discriminate, interrupt, etc. and job candidates…

Job issues

Laughing, gossiping,
screaming, headquarters,
etc.

Facts about job issues…

What should you
pay attention to
while exchanging
currencies?

Money exchange

Convert, practical,
procedures, reserve,
forged, etc.

Facts about currencies

A history of the
phone

Interviews, meetings,
Make a phone call conversations, machine,
device, etc.

United we stand,
divided we fall…

Facts about phones and
phone calls…
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17. Local
Pharmacy




18. Seeing a
Doctor





19. Report a
crime




20. Lost and
Found





21 Asking for
Directions



Vocabulary and
expressions to
describe medicines
and substances
Examples of
dialogues with a
pharmacist
Learning vocabulary
and expressions
typical for the
subject of seeing a
doctor.
Practicing dialogues
typical for the
situations of patients
visiting a doctor.
Learning vocabulary
and expressions
typical for the
subject of reporting
a crime.
Practicing dialogues
typical for the
situations of victims
reporting a crime to
the appropriate
authorities.
Vocabulary and
expressions to
describe lost items
Dialogues typical to
be held in lost and
found offices
Synonyms and
antonyms
Vocabulary and
expressions to
describe city places
and directions
Dialogues typical for
those ones who ask
for directions

Reading

Situational
Dialogue

Vocabulary

Culture

Going to a
Go to a pharmacy
pharmacy and fast

Drops, chemist,
antibiotics, capsules,
syrup, etc.

Facts about medicines

Hospitalized for
two days

See a doctor

Vision, hearing,
ophthalmologist, virus,
etc.

Facts about Medicine…

Reporting a
robbery to the
police

Report a crime

Report, get away with,
commit a crime, etc.

Facts about Crimes…

Reporting loss of a
Lost and found
valuable thing.

Planning our
route.

Asking for
directions

Smooth, valuable, blurred,
Facts about lost items…
distinctive, etc.

District, overpasses,
industrial park, route, etc.

Facts about cities…

Unit 1
On the plane

Objectives:
•
•
•

Define modern travelling and the words associated with it.
Differentiate the different types of transport.
Do a dialogue using keywords and key expressions studied.
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A

Reading
MODERN TRAVELLING

Traveling is made easy by the Wright
brothers. Though people had ridiculed them
before for dreaming that one day they will be
able to fly, it didn’t stop them from dreaming
on and inventing. They are the reason why
we have airplanes. Indeed, they have made it
possible for people to fly in far distant places
at a shorter time. Before the invention of
planes, people used to travel by land and by water only and it would take them days
before they could get to their destination. Now, we have the most convenient way to
travel - by air.
Everything in the world is fast-progressing and so our lifestyle. Things are
being made easier as the years go by. It is a sign of the times that we prefer
everything that is quick and easy. So, thanks to the Wright brothers! Thanks to
airplanes! We can get to our destinations quicker than by buses, trains, and boats.
Airplanes have made us travel far distances just within hours.
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Traveling on planes is very convenient. If you are not afraid of heights, you
can choose the window seats to see the mesmerizing view from above. But if you
do not want to sit by the window, you can take the aisle seats. If you want to
experience the most comfortable flight and are willing to pay extra, you can book a
first class or business class flight. But if you are to travel on a budget, you can
choose economy class seats. Here, you won’t spend that much. Lastly, thanks to
the airline staff such as pilots and flight attendants who make sure to make us
happy by giving us the best flight experience and to bring us to our destination safe
and sound.
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Key words:
destination – noun [C] ; pr. /ˌdes.təˈneɪ.ʃən/ - the place where someone is going.

aisle seat – noun [C}; pr. /aɪl si:t/ - a seat next to the corridor.
window seat – noun [C]; pr. /ˈwɪn.doʊ ˌsiːt/ - a seat next to the window.
first class – noun [U]; pr. /ˌfɝːst ˈklæ s/ - the most comfortable yet expensive seat on
the plane.
business class – noun [U]; pr. /ˈbɪz.nɪs ˌklæ s/ - the seat less expensive than the first
class.
economy class – noun [U]; pr. /ɪˈkɑː.nə.mi ˌklæ s/ - least comfortable and
economical type of seat.
pilot – noun [C]; pr. /ˈpaɪ.lət/ - a person flying an aircraft.
flight attendant – noun [C]; pr. /ˈflaɪt əˌten.dənt/ - a person helping passengers on
the plane.
Did you know?
In the future we might be flying on planes
without pilots on board. Scientists are
working on their pilotless airplane project.

Key expressions:
a sign of the times – something negative and typical for these times.
E.g. It is a sign of the times that we do not have time for our friends.
to travel on a budget – travelling the cheapest way possible.
E.g. I am not rich so I travel on a budget.
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Questions:
1.

In your own words, what does “modern travelling” mean?

2.

Look at the words in bold in the article. What does each of them mean?

3.

What advantages do airplanes have compared to other mode of transport?

4.

Share your first-time experience riding a plane.
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